Scoring systems in the diagnosis of acute appendicitis in the elderly.
Although special features of acute appendicitis in the elderly have been described in some studies, no studies evaluating the applicability of appendicitis scores exist in the literature. The aim of this study was to compare Alvarado and Lintula scores in patients older than 65 years of age. Patients older than 65 years with appendicitis confirmed by pathology report were matched by year of admission with a group of patients admitted to the emergency department with non-specific abdominal pain. Alvarado and Lintula scores were calculated retrospectively from patient charts. Both scores were observed to operate well in distinguishing between abdominal pain due to appendicitis and non-specific abdominal pain. The Alvarado score was a better predictor compared to the Lintula score. Two parameters (absent, tingling or high-pitched bowel sounds and nausea) had similar prevalence in the control and appendicitis groups. We selected to recalculate the two scores with the exclusion of these two parameters. The two scores performed better but were more similar to each other after the modification. Both Alvarado and Lintula scores have a high sensitivity and specificity in the diagnosis of acute appendicitis in the geriatric age group. Their performance improves with exclusion of the two parameters "nausea" and "absent, tingling or high-pitched bowel sounds".